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Following the catastrophic shuttering of economies, global activity has been recovering. Walking 
and driving mobility is approaching normal levels, though airline travel remains depressed and 
business travel may never fully revert. Shaking hands is no longer an expected social norm, having 
been replaced by health and temperature screenings. We believe recovery is upon us, but it feels 
unlike any other.

Section Notes: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, National Bureau of Economic Research, and GSAM. As of August 6, 2020. The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this 
document. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this document. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

GLOBAL GROWTH
We estimate that global real GDP will fall 
-3.3% in 2020. This year saw the sharpest and 
shortest recession since at least WWII. In fact, 
for the US, the National Bureau of Economic 
Research documents that no recession has 
lasted fewer than six months in a database that 
covers cycles back to the mid-1800s. As we 
look into 2021, the recovery may be stronger 
in select non-US markets experiencing less 
economic drag from the COVID-19 resurgence. 

Macro
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Top Section Notes: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. Chart shows GDP levels relative to Q4 2019, which is indexed to 100, from Q1 2015 through the quarter when each economy is forecasted to be fully 
recovered to Q4 2019 levels. ‘ECB’ refers to the European Central Bank. Bottom Section Notes: World Bank and GSAM. As of June 30, 2020. Chart compares the levels of monetary and fiscal stimulus as a percent of GDP for 2020 and during the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC). ‘Stimulus’ refers to the estimate of total fiscal easing and loan guarantees for the calendar year, based on enacted and proposed policy stimulus. ‘Unconventional monetary policy’ refers to asset purchase programs. The economic 
and market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this document. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. 

GLOBAL RECOVERY
While 2021 real GDP forecasts point to a 
strong recovery, it is important to size the 
expansion relative to the lost GDP in 2020. 
By our estimates, it will take the US until Q3 
2021 to fully recover to prior activity levels. 
In Europe, the even deeper contraction 
extends full recovery until Q4 2021, though 
the steeper slope of recovery reflects better 
COVID-19 containment as well as aggressive 
ECB and EU Recovery Fund support. 

POLICY
The magnitude and breadth of policy measures 
dwarf anything deployed in modern history, 
including the response to the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC). Monetary policy re-liquefied 
critical funding markets while fiscal policy built 
a bridge to recovery for corporates and 
consumers. Collectively, policy support from 
global decision makers may ultimately rival the 
cumulative global GDP lost to COVID-19. 
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Top Section Notes: Bloomberg and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. Chart shows a composite of the year-to-date (YTD) price returns across all presidential election years from 1928-2016. ‘Incumbent party’ refers to the party of the president in office during 
the election year. ‘Pre-election divergence’ refers to the three months before November. Bottom Section Notes: Bloomberg and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. ‘Brexit referendum’ refers to the vote on June 23, 2016 by the electorate on whether the 
United Kingdom should leave or remain in the European Union. ‘US election’ refers to the 2016 US presidential election. ‘Coronacrisis’ refers to the COVID-19 pandemic. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

POLITICS
Market volatility is likely to increase as the 
US election looms. With the White House and 
Senate in play, history suggests keeping your 
eye on the stock market. A positive 3-month 
return prior to the election has been highly 
favorable to the incumbent party, predicting 
20 of 23 elections since 1928. Market losses 
prior to the election typically hurt the 
incumbent. Post-election, the market has 
favored the clarity of either outcome.

RISKS
The usual suspects of risk factors continue to 
elevate global policy uncertainty. These 
aggravating factors could individually or 
collectively spike risk aversion, including: US 
elections, labor force impairment, US-China 
relations, de-globalization, social unrest, and 
Brexit realization. Still, none of these compare 
to the market and economic-altering capacity 
of COVID-19. Moreover, COVID-19 should 
remind investors that volatility seldom comes 
from an established list of “knowns.”
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The last cycle enjoyed unusually strong returns led by multiple expansion. Beta was a key driver of 
returns for investors, and flows into inexpensive passive exposures accelerated commensurately. 
While the role of low-cost equity beta is here to stay, we believe this next bull expansion will be 
hallmarked by lower average returns and greater valuation dispersion.

Section Notes: Bloomberg and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. ‘Bull expansion’ refers to a prolonged period of rising stock market prices combined with economic expansion. Analysis shows the daily performance of bear markets based on the MSCI World 
Index for the year prior and following a bear market trough. ‘Bear market’ refers to a drawdown from peak to trough of 20% or greater. ‘Average’ refers to the average market performance across bear markets since 1969. ‘Current’ refers to the most 
recent bear market with the trough in March 2020. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

EQUITIES 
The scientific name of the new strain of 
coronavirus is SARS-CoV-2. In people, the 
disease caused by the virus is called COVID-19, 
with common symptoms of fever, fatigue, and 
respiratory stress. In markets, the symptoms 
appear to be volatility and velocity. When 
compared to a composite of prior bear 
markets, the 2020 equity plunge and near 
instantaneous reversal are unparalleled. While 
the deluge of monetary and fiscal policy has 
sustained the recovery amidst a collapse in 
global earnings, the handoff between policy 
and fundamentals will likely prove volatile. 

Markets
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Top Section Notes: Bloomberg Barclays and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. Chart shows the basis point increase in 10-Year Treasury yields that would effectively result in a 12-month total return of zero for a 10-Year Treasury, based on prevailing monthly 
duration and yield levels. A 10-Year Treasury is a debt obligation backed by the United States government and its interest payments are exempt from state and local taxes. However, interest payments are not exempt from federal taxes. Bottom 
Section Notes: Bloomberg Barclays and GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. ‘Option-adjusted spread (OAS)’ refers to the spread between a bond and its risk-free rate, after accounting for embedded options. ‘US Investment Grade’ refers to the Bloomberg 
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index with data beginning June 30, 1989. ‘US High Yield’ refers to the Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index with data beginning January 31, 1994. ‘Emerging Market Debt (USD)‘ refers to the JP Morgan EMBI Global 
Composite Index with data beginning December 31, 2001. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

RATES 
Low interest rates have begun to alter a bond’s 
portfolio functionality. Cash flow and equity 
hedging are diminished, and as rates fall, 
duration increases. This tradeoff amplifies a 
bond’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates. 
In the accompanying chart, we show the “Point 
of Zero Return” for a 10-Year Treasury. In other 
words, how much cushion to higher rates does 
a bond have before its 12-month return falls to 
zero, currently at a record low of 6 basis points.

SPREAD 
Having recovered from the liquidity-stressed 
levels of the spring, most sectors are range-
bound as investors digest the idiosyncratic 
implications of a non-linear recovery on highly 
levered sectors. Still, current option-adjusted 
spread (OAS) levels (IG: 133, HY: 488, and 
EMD: 440) have usually provided attractive 
results and favorable probabilities of positive 
outcomes. For the patient investor, we remain 
constructive on spread sectors, particularly 
where central bank influence can be expected.
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Top Section Notes: Bank for International Settlements (BIS), International Monetary Fund (IMF), Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, and GSAM. As of December 31, 2019, latest available. ‘Dollar bears’ refer to investors with a bearish outlook 
on the US dollar. Chart shows the share of BIS bank sector liabilities and IMF foreign exchange reserves that are held in either the US dollar (USD) or euro (EUR). Bottom Section Notes: GSAM. As of July 31, 2020. For illustrative purposes only. 

CURRENCY 
Expectations for a relatively strong non-US 
economic recovery and narrowed interest rate 
differentials have elevated the chorus of dollar 
bears. While the countercyclical nature of USD 
does argue for additional weakness in a post-
COVID world, its entrenched status as the 
currency of choice for international reserves 
and liabilities suggests its dominant status 
remains unchallenged. In our view, a credible 
USD alternative must be a suitable holding pen 
for international liabilities and reserves.

VOLATILITY
While 2237 on March 23, 2020 may mark the 
S&P 500’s low for this bear market, elevated 
daily volatility is likely to persist. Given the 
multiplicity of factors elevating uncertainty, we 
find it useful to recall that in order to fully 
recover a 35% loss, a portfolio must 
subsequently return +35% and then +14% 
more. The hurdle for recovery from large losses 
is high. While risk assets may still be attractive, 
portfolios assembled in a risk-aware manner 
may help narrow the recovery gap.
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Risk Disclosures

Equity securities are more volatile than fixed income securities and subject to greater risks. Small and mid-sized company stocks involve greater risks than those customarily associated with larger companies.

Bonds are subject to interest rate, price and credit risks. Prices tend to be inversely affected by changes in interest rates. 

International securities entail special risks such as currency, political, economic, and market risks. 

Emerging markets securities may be less liquid and more volatile and are subject to a number of additional risks, including but not limited to currency fluctuations and political instability.

Investments in fixed-income securities are subject to credit and interest rate risks. Bond prices fluctuate inversely to changes in interest rates. Therefore, a general rise in interest rates can result in the decline in the bond's price. Credit risk is the risk 
that an issuer will default on payments of interest and principal. This risk is higher when investing in high yield bonds, also known as junk bonds, which have lower ratings and are subject to greater volatility. All fixed income investments may be worth 
less than their original cost upon redemption or maturity. 

Although Treasuries are considered free from credit risk, they are subject to interest rate risk, which may cause the underlying value of the security to fluctuate.

There may be additional risks that are not currently foreseen or considered. 

General Disclosures
This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities. 
This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as research or investment advice. This material has been prepared by GSAM and is 
not financial research nor a product of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR). It was not prepared in compliance with applicable provisions of law designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to a 
prohibition on trading following the distribution of financial research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research or other departments or divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. 
Investors are urged to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This information may not be current and GSAM has no obligation to provide any updates or changes. 
Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and judgments as of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts do not take into account the specific investment objectives, 
restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and may not be reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts
should be viewed as merely representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts are estimated, based on assumptions, and are subject to significant revision and may change materially as economic and market conditions change. 
Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide updates or changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are for illustrative purposes only. 
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors, and not necessarily of GSAM. The investments and returns discussed in this paper do not represent any Goldman Sachs product.
This paper makes no implied or express recommendations concerning how a client's account should be managed and is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment recommendations. 
Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of 
all information available from public sources. 
Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by GSAM to buy, sell, or hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the date of this document and may be subject to change, they 
should not be construed as investment advice. 
Goldman Sachs does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed between you and Goldman Sachs (generally through certain services offered only to clients of Private Wealth Management). Any statement contained in this 
document concerning US tax matters is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed on the relevant taxpayer. Notwithstanding anything in this document to the contrary, and except as required 
to enable compliance with applicable securities law, you may disclose to any person the US federal and state income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind (including tax opinions and other tax analyses) that 
are provided to you relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any kind. Investors should be aware that a determination of the tax consequences to them should take into account their specific 
circumstances and that the tax law is subject to change in the future or retroactively and investors are strongly urged to consult with their own tax advisor regarding any potential strategy, investment or transaction.

Confidentiality
No part of this material may, without GSAM's prior written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) distributed to any person that is not an employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the recipient. 
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, member FINRA. 
© 2020 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved. 
Date of first use: September 14, 2020. 215149-OTU-1261893.

Disclosures
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Equities

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization 
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of 
developed markets.

The S&P 500 Index is the Standard & Poor's 500 Composite Stock Prices 
Index of 500 stocks, an unmanaged index of common stock prices. The index 
figures do not reflect any deduction for fees, expenses or taxes. It is not 
possible to invest directly in an unmanaged index.

Fixed Income

The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index represents an 
unmanaged diversified portfolio of fixed income securities, including US 
Treasuries, investment grade corporate bonds, and mortgage backed and 
asset-backed securities.

The Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index covers the universe of fixed 
rate, non-investment grade debt.

The Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury Index measures US dollar-
denominated, fixed-rate, nominal debt issued by the US Treasury. Treasury bills 
are excluded by the maturity constraint, but are part of a separate Short 
Treasury Index. STRIPS are excluded from the index because their inclusion 
would result in double-counting.

The J.P. Morgan EMBI Global Composite Index is an unmanaged index 
tracking dollar-denominated debt instruments issued in emerging markets.

The US Treasury Bond is a debt obligation backed by the United States 
government and its interest payments are exempt from state and local taxes. 
However, interest payments are not exempt from federal taxes.

Other

Alpha refers to returns in excess of the benchmark return.

Basis points (bps) refers to a unit represented by one hundredth of one 
percent. 

Beta refers to the tendency of a security's returns to respond to swings in the 
market. 

Brexit refers to the process of the United Kingdom seeking to exit the 
European Union. 

Correlation is a statistic that measures the degree to which two securities 
move in relation to each other.

Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of the price of a fixed income 
investment to a change in interest rates.

European Central Bank (ECB) refers to the central bank of the 
19 European Union countries which have adopted the euro. The ECB’s main 
task is to maintain price stability in the euro area and so preserve the 
purchasing power of the single currency.

Electoral College is a body of 538 US electors formed every four years for 
the purpose of electing the president and vice president of the United States.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the value of finished goods and services 
produced within a country's borders over one year.

Percentage points (pp) refers to the unit for the arithmetic difference of 
two percentages.

A recession is defined by the NBER as a significant decline in economic 
activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few months, normally 
visible in real GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and 
wholesale-retail sales.

Risk assets refers to assets that carry a degree of price volatility.

Spread is the difference between two prices or interest rates. 

Standard deviation is defined as a measure of the dispersion of a set of data 
from its mean.

Yield refers to the earnings generated and realized on an investment over a 
particular period of time.

Volatility is a measure of variation of a financial instrument's price.

Glossary
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